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INTERNSHIP PORTFOLIO
SARAH MCMILLEN
AMERICAN RED CROSS
MEASLES & MALARIA EDUCATOR AND
ADVOCATE

American Red Cross:
 Ideology:


The American Red Cross provides extensive and various
humanitarian services domestically, as well as internationally, with
the principal goal of preventing and relieving human

suffering.

The Willamette Chapter:

Why the Willamette Chapter?
 Extensive Community Emphasis


The Willamette Chapter offers a variety of programs emphasizing the
importance of community coherence in education and action to relieving
human suffering.

 Variety of Public Health Services


Services ranging from blood donation sites to CPR/First Aid/AED classes to
mass vaccination campaigns.

 Emphasis on Inclusive and Flexible Volunteer Opportunities


The Red Cross does not discriminate or impose preferential treatment in any
capacity; all volunteers contribute valuable services to the community.

 Interaction With District-Area Youth


The Willamette Chapter Youth Council provides an avenue through which a
strong relationship can be built between the Willamette Chapter and district
youth.

My Supervisor & Assignment:

 Supervisor: Katherine Ouellette Blair


Volunteer Coordinator, Youth Council Advisor

 Assignment:
 Measles Initiative & Malaria Awareness
Education & Advocacy

My Project and Tasks:
 Measles Initiative & Malaria Awareness


Self Education:




It was essential for me to become well-informed with current and
relevant information pertaining to Measles and Malaria so I would
be a reliable and effective educator.

Creation of Educational Material:


Powerpoint Presentation, educational script guideline, video
copies, posterboards.

My Project and Tasks, con’t:


Distribution and Availability of Educational Material:
Meeting and presentation of material to Youth Council.
 Discs of Measles & Malaria educational material created and
distributed to Youth Council Representatives so they can diffuse
the information to their respective schools.
 Poster boards and educational material available for community at
the Chapter.




Education:




I have been teaching high school health-related classes about the
importance and global relevance of Measles & Malaria.

Fundraising:


Planning of a Benefit Concert Fundraiser in support of Measles
Vaccines, to be held in July, 2009.

My Project and Tasks, con’t:
Sample Educational Material


Below are links to the educational material I have
created, distributed to the Youth Council, and used to
teach high school students in the Willamette district.




Measles & Malaria Powerpoint Presentation
Educational Script Guideline
Measles Initiative Video Segment (provided by the American Red Cross)

My Project and Tasks, con’t:

Reflecting Back:
 My Initial Goals of Project






Research & self-educate on
most recent information
regarding Measles & Malaria
Compile into visual
presentation with
Powerpoint (along with
accompanying materials) &
create copies to distribute to
Youth Council
Educate Willamette District
youth.

 Outcomes/What I Learned






Perhaps the most valuable
aspect of my internship was the
opportunity to critically study
these two global health issues.
Creating teaching material that
is user-friendly for any
volunteer was a challenge ultimately, an orientation
session for any future
advocates/educators may be
necessary.
Valuable experience in the
public health aspect of
infectious diseases: I like
teaching!

Reflecting Back, con’t:
 My Initial Goals of Project
 Organize Benefit Concert
Fundraiser
 Gain an insider’s perspective of
the operation of the American
Red Cross

 Outcomes/What I Learned
 Benefit Concert to be completed
(July 09). Collaborating with the
Youth Council on this project has
been challenging – motivation
seemed scarce, and facilitating
active discussion with the high
school students was a problem.
 Due to the unique nature of my
project, little time was spent onsite, and communication with my
supervisor was limited. I essentially
took this project from the Chapter
and worked on it independently.
Having the creative capacity to
work on my own was something I
appreciated.

International Healthcare: Education
 The overall goal of the Measles & Malaria project was to take

the information and effectively distribute it throughout the
community, especially to youth.
 I spent a great deal of time creating the visual presentation,
organizing it into an easily-distributable, user-friendly format,
and teaching the Youth Council Representatives how to use it.
 The education aspect of my internship was focused on
increasing awareness about the global impact of Measles and
Malaria, and providing opportunities for Willamette District
youth to get active in these and other American Red Cross
projects.
 Advantages of the Kemper program: networking, discussion
with other interns, availability of campus resources.

International Healthcare Education:
Reflecting Back
 My initial goals for the

education aspect of this
internship:




Work with the Youth Council
to effectively distribute the
information to the
community.
Reach out to several of the
schools in the Willamette
district with this
information.

 Outcomes/what I

learned:




Working with the Youth
Council was a challenge:
motivation on their part and
effective communication
between us was essential,
but missing.
Getting in contact with local
high school teachers was a
difficult process, and some of
the teachers were ultimately
not interested in having me
present in their classes. The
scheduling needed to occur
much sooner, and could have
been better facilitated
through the Youth Council.

International Healthcare Education:
Reflecting Back, con’t
 My initial goals for the

 Outcomes/what I

education aspect of this
internship:
o Facilitate active discussion
with high school students
about the larger health
concerns and social issues
global health organizations
like the Red Cross face in
dealing with problems like
Measles and Malaria.

learned:
o When I was actually able to
get into the classrooms, I
found that most of the
students were genuinely
interested and concerned
with these issues, and many
were influenced to take
action.

Long Term Goals:
 My internship at the American Red Cross was a valuable

experience, despite recurring and frustrating setbacks.
 I have come to find that I am more interested in the
educational aspect of health care, and this is something I
will certainly continue to pursue later on.
 This internship gave me the opportunity to get a glimpse
of some of the larger international health care issues that
are prevalent today, and this was perhaps one of the most
valuable skills I gained from the project.
 I am certain that my time here will be relevant to
whatever field of health care I ultimately end up
pursuing.

